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INTRODUCTION

In this paper we will describe the philosophy as applied in the

design of the SNR-300 steam generators and make some remarks on

the SNR-2 situation.

Topics to be dealt with in design philosophy are:

a. system lay-out and component accessability

b. component lay-out and accessability to its internals.

SYSTEM LAY-OUT AND COMPONENT ACCESSABILITY IN SNR-300

SNR-300 is a loop-type reactor with three primary and three

secondary loops. In each secondary loop there are three steam

generator sets, each consisting of an evaporator and a super-

heater (fig. 1). The design is clearly of the modular type.
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This implies a system lay-out where access to the components is

easy and where also installation and dismounting of units is

possible without extensive dismantling of the system:

The steam generators are located in a building (one building per

loop) where three sets are placed one behind the other, the

superheaters facing the evaporators over the entrance bay

(fig. 2). For dismounting a unit, it is necessary to cut the connec

piping on sodium and water side, to disconnect the axial

guidance system (fig. 3) and to remove one beam only that is

locking in the unit. Then the unit can be lifted from the

concrete pedestal and taken out through the bay and through the

door to the outside world, to be repaired or exchanged by

another unit.
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The possibility for outside repair or even exchange of a failed

module is very important. On one hand the SNR-300 is able being

operated with one module less in one circuit, but on the other

hand operation is not allowed with only two loops. This because

of the necessary reliability of the whole system with respect to

decay heat removal.

For maintenance in place the component is easily accessible by

one (helical) or two (straight) intermediate working floors.

3. COMPONENT LAY-OUT AND ACCESSABILITY OF INTERNALS FOR SNR-300

With regard to maintenance and repair in SNR-300 the following

requirements are stated:

a. fully drainable units, both water side and sodium side

b. accessible tube-ends to allow for tube bore inspection

c. reduction of the number of welds, separating water/steam

from sodium

d. the lay-out should not hinder leak detection and facilitate

leak localisation, so as to minimize damage by sodium/water

reactions of any scale.

3.1. Straight tube steam generator SNR-300

The general lay-out of the SNR-300 straight tube steam generator

is depicted in fig 4.

Water/steam flows from the lower tube sheet through the 211

straight tubes (OD 17,2 mm) up to the upper tube sheet and out

through the header to the steam lines. Sodium enters through a

radially positioned nozzle in an inlet chamber and, after

crossing the inlet perforation in the flow shroud, flows

straight down the bundle till the exit perforation, exit chamber

and outlet nozzle.

The hexagonal flow shroud around this bundle with triangular

pitch, is supported by a flange bolted to the lower side of the

sodium inlet, chamber. The lower end of the shroud is guided by a

sheet metal rim on the thermal shielding slab that is positioned

over the lower tube sheet (a similar thermal slab is positioned

. at the upper tube sheet) (fig. 5.).

The tubes are guided by tube support grids consisting of bushes

connected by sheet metal. The grids themselves are supported by

tie rods which are fixed to either the upper or lower thermal

shield. In the vessel wall a bellows is used for compensation of

differential in thermal expansion. This bellows of austenitic

material has no internal auxiliaries at the sodium side.

The complete component except for the bellows, is constructed in

the ferritic steel W.Nr. 1.6770, the niobium stabilized 2»sCrlMo.

Draining of the water/steam side takes place through the H O-

inlet nozzle, draining of the sodium takes place through a

separate draining nozzle. To avoid pockets of stagnant sodium

after draining drain holes are made in the supporting flange of

the flow shroud and in the guiding sheet on the lower thermal

shield. The amount of sodium remaining in the holes of the lower

thermal shield around the tubes is less than 2 dm3 per unit.

Accessability to the tube ends can be acquired by either cutting

a steam line, giving access to the center section of the bundle

or cutting of the complete steam header, giving access to the

whole tube sheet. The tubes and their internal bore welds are

then accessible for visual and other inspection techniques. The

method that will be used in SNR-300 apart from visual, is ultra

sonic testing by means of the Nerason UT-Probe and data pro-

cessing system.

In the straight tube steam generator the only welds separating

water/steam from sodium are the Internal Bore Welds (fig. 6).

Thanks to the large length of the component the number of tubes

is rather limited and thereby the number of welds.

For cleaning purposes with steam or moist nitrogen some small

diameter nozzles are welded into the vessel.



3.2. Helical tube steam generator

The general lay-out of the helical steam generator units of

SNR-300 is depicted in fig. 7.

The position of the main nozzles is in principal the same as for

the straight tube units:

axial position of steam water header

radial position for sodium nozzles.

The feed water enters a header and is divided over the 77 tubes.

The tubes (OD 26,9 mm) pass through the vessel wall by means of

individual thermal sleeves. In the bundle each layer of tubes 3

bolted onto four supporting bars that are welded to the bundle

support/ sodium inlet structure at the top of (the cylindrical

part of) the component. This structure itself is supported in

the vessel by a bolted flange connection. The tubes are led

through this sodium inlet structure by means of clamp nuts,

sliding in the horizontal plates.

The tubes leave the sodium area again through thermal sleeves.

A circular flow shroud is suspended inside the vessel by a

welded construction. The central inner body is bolted to the

sodium inlet structure.

Draining of the water/steam is straightforward through the

tertiary system.

On the sodium side a separate drain nozzle is available. Again

the horizontal separation sheets have drain holes to avoid

sodium pockets (central body, flow shroud suspension).

To make sure that leaks at the upper thermal sleeve positions

are timely detected, a special bypass flow is directed through

the upper hemishere. This flow is fed back into the main flow at

the top of the bundle (fig. 8.).

Access to the tubes can be gained through the steam/water

headers. Minimum bend radius of the tubes is three tube OD's and

our Nerason system is designed to negotiate this curves.

Each tube has five (superheater) or six (evaporator) welds under

sodium in its length of 30 (sh)/40(eva) meters.

The total number of sodium welds in the helical system is nearly

equal to those under a straight tube system (385/462 vs. 422), but

of course of different design. While the welds in the helical

systems are only of the tube to tube type the welds in the

straight tube system are only of the tube to tube sheet type.

4. SNR-2

As stated before, many decisions on SNR-2 have to be taken yet,

for example how many steam generators are to be installed per

secondary loop (4 loops altogether) and of which type they will

be capacity options range from 150 MWth to 450 MWth. It is

decided however to design the steam generators as once-through

units in single shells with no steam/water separator.

This way the number of welds per MW can be drastically reduced.

One requirement of the future operator has already extensively

been stated: quick repair/exchange, shortest possible downtime.

Of course the standard requirements

drainability

accessability

- leak detection/localisation capabilities

are applied also. In answering these requirements the experience

of SNR-300 will be of great value.
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Fig. 2. Steam generator building lay-out of SNR-300
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Fig. 4. Straight tube steam generator SNR-300
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Thermal shielding

Straight tube water inlet

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Helical tube steam generator SNR-300

Fig. 8. Upper Hemisphere helical tube superheater
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